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Tokyo Great Cycling Tour
"Guided Tours"
At Tokyo Great Cycling Tour, you can choose from three kinds of tours:
kayaking, running, or cycling. If you can't speak Japanese, no problem.
Most staff can speak English, so you will be able to have a good time with
them. If you wish to learn more about tours, please go to their website.
Have you ever joined such a unique tour? If not, this is a good opportunity.
by Public Domain

+81 3 4590 2995

www.tokyocycling.jp/

info@tokyocycling.jp

1-3-2 Shinkawa, Chuo City,
Tokio

Meijijingu Gaien
"Beautiful and Enjoyable Facilities"

by frankpierson

Meijijingu Gaien was built to keep a record describing the outstanding
virtues of the Meiji emperor, the empress, and the Shoken empress. This
place contains many kinds of sport facilities. Here you can enjoy playing
tennis, soccer, and baseball as well as ice skating. In autumn, you can
walk the road covered in leaves of ginkgo, which looks like yellow carpet
on the road. The hours of operation and the admission fees vary
depending on each facility. If you wish to go there, please check the
website for more information.

+81 3 3401 0312

1-1 Kasumigaoka, Tokio

Citizen Plaza
"All Season Ice Skating"

by tableatny

Citizen Plaza has an international standard ice skating rink where you can
enjoy ice skating year-round. They also offer ice skating lessons for
skaters of all abilities, from beginners to advanced. Citizen Plaza not only
has an ice skating rink, but also tennis courts, a bowling alley, and an
indoor driving range. You are bound to have a good time with your friends
and family. For lots of fun activities, check out Citizen Plaza.

+81 3 3363 2211

www.citizen-plaza.co.jp/index.html

4-29-27 Takadanobaba, Tokio

Jonanjimakaihin Park
"Ideal Park for Outdoor Activites"

by Public Domain

The Jonanjimakaihin Park is a waterfront park famous for camping. Here
you can enjoy a lot of outdoor activities, such as skateboarding, running,
cycling, barbecue, and camping. You can also watch airplanes right above
you from the artificial beach. In summer, you can enjoy fireworks on the
beach. You can surely have a lasting memory with your friends and family
here.

seaside-park.jp/park_jonan-en/

4-2-2 Jonanjima, Tokio
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